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On learning a language:
Some Theoretical Perspectives

Introduction
In Chapter 1, various ways to define and describe language competence were ex
plored, and components of language that were thought to be important in de
signing models of "communicative competence" and "language proficiency"
were identified and considered. We saw that many of the same components
(grammatical, lexical, phonological, pragmatic, sociolinguistic, and discourse fea
tures) were included in the various models that have been proposed. Although we
have not reached complete consensus on the question of what it means to know
a language, the profession is in basic agreement about the features of language
that are relevant to that question.
This chapter addresses another fundamental question that concerns language
researchers and practitioners: How do adults become proficient in a second lan
guage? Consensus about this question may be far more difficult to achieve. Ellis
(1985) comments that there has been a great deal of theorizing about second
language acquisition (SLA), especially since the early 1970s, and that "the re
search literature abounds in approaches, theories, models, laws, and principles"
(p. 248). He speculates that perhaps the profession has generated far too many
theories, agreeing with Schouten (1979) that "too many models have been built
and taken for granted too soon, and this has stifled relevant research" (p. 4, Cited
in Ellis 1985, p. 248). Spolsky (1989) argues for the development of a unified
macro-theory-a new general theory of second-language learning-and outlines
seventy-four separate "conditions" that would need to be integrated into such a
comprehensive model. McLaughlin (1987) takes the view that although micro
theories, which try to deal with a smaller range of phenomena and are limited in
scope, may be "intrinsically more satisfactory" (p. 9), a theory must be compre
hensive enough to explain more than a very limited range of phenomena: II A sat
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isfactory theory of adult second-language learning must go beyond accounting
for how people form relative clauses" (pp. 9-10), He adds that, given the relatively
early stage of the development of knowledge in the field of second-language ac
quisition, "it seems premature to argue for the 'truth' of one theory over another"
(p. 6). Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) agree, suggesting that it would be coun
terproductive for SLA researchers to espouse one single dominant theory of lan
guage acquisition, particularly as this might discourage competing points of view:

We must guard against overzealousness on the part oftheorists or their devotees
who feel that they have a monopoly on the truth. H111ile SLA research and
language teaching will benefit from the advantages oftheoretically motivated
research . , . it would be dangerolls at this stage for one theory to become
omnipotent (p. 290).
!

Practitioners who have been buffeted across the years by pressures to adopt differ
ent approaches to teaching, due to the changing winds of theory, may tend to
agree with this resistance to theoretical "bandwagons" (Grittner 1990).
Why do language teachers need to know about theory, especially if it seems un
likely that we can reach agreement about how language learning and acquisition
take place? One reason might be that most language teaching methodologies have
grown out of a particular theoretical framework of second-language acquisition,
and it would be helpful for teachers to understand some of the premises underly
ing those approaches in order to evaluate them. A second reason for understand
ing a range of theoretical viewpoints is that it may help teachers develop and/or
clarify their own set of prinCiples for language teaching. Ellis (1985) maintains that
every teacher already has a theory of language learning, but that many teachers
may have never articulated what that theory is. The fact, however, that we choose
to do certain activities in the classroom and decide not to do others shows that we
are working on some underlying assumptions about what is useful in promoting
the development of language proficiency. Therefore, before examining some of
the theories that have been influential in the field of language teaching over the
years, it might be constructive to make a preliminary assessment of some of the as
sumptions that may underlie our own beliefs about language learning.
Illustration 2.1 presents a set of questions that can serve as a guide for discussion
or as an instrument for self-assessment to help teachers clarify and articulate their
current beliefs about the way adults develop competence in a second language. The
reader may want to consider these questions before going on to the next section.

Exploring Theories of language learning
Recent reviews of language acquisition theory (McLaughlin 1978, 1984, 1987; Ellis
1985, 1990; Brown 1987, 1994; Larsen-Freeman 1991) have attempted to group
various theoretical perspectives along a kind of continuum, ranging from empiri
cistviews on one end to ratiorzalistor mentalist positions on the other, with theories
that blend these two perspectives placed somewhere in between. This opposition

l
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Illustration 2.1
This set of questions is designed to help teachers explore their assumptions and beliefs about
Discussion Guide: Beliefs second-language learning and teaching. The questions relate to some of the issues that under
about Second-language lie various theories of language acquisition in this chapter.
learning
1. Do adults learn foreign languages in a manner similar to the way children acquire their
native language, or are the processes involved in child and adult language learning
different?
@Are humans born with a special capacity for language that is specific to our species? Or is
language learning like other kinds of learning, governed by general cognitive processes
not specific to language? If we are born with a specialized capacity for acquiring a native
language as children, does it work the same way with adults who are learning a foreign or
second language?
3. How does our knowledge of our native language affect our learning of a new language?
Does some of the knowledge we have transfer to the new language? If so, is this hel pful,
or can it be a hindrance?
4. What is the optimum type of "input" for adults who are beginning their study of a foreign
language? Do they profit best from listening to native spea kers for some initia I period of
time before being asked to speak? Should the input they receive be ordered or sequenced
carefully to correspond to what they already know? Or is it sufficient that the input be
relatively comprehensible, even if some structures have not yet been studied?
5. What role does interaction with native speakers, teachers, or other learners have in
language acquisition? What kinds of information about the target language can we obtain
through such interaction? What kinds of information can we obtain about our own
developing language proficiency when we interact with others?
6. What is the role of explicit grammar instruction in adult foreign language learning? Can
adults become proficient in a second language without having conscious knowledge of
the rules of that language? Or do adults profit in some way from grammar explanations
and examples of how specific features are used?
7. Do language learners acquire grammatical features in a predictable order when language
learning occurs in natural-use situations? Does instruction in formal classrooms need to
follow a "natural order" to be effective?
8. What is the role of practice in adult language learning? Is language learning like the
learning of other "skills," such as learning to playa musical instrument, where a great
deal of focused practice is necessary to become proficient? Or is language learning
fundamentally different from other forms of human learning?
9. Do students need to have an opportunity to practice new forms and structures in
"controlled" activities before being asked to communicate their own meaning using those
features? Or should students be encouraged to engage in conversation activities where
communication is the main focus from the beginning of language instruction? When
learners are engaged in meaningful and creative communication, do they tend to make
more errors than when they are doing controlled or form-focused activities?
10. What is the role of feedback in language learning? How important is it to give learners
information about whether they are making errors as they use the new language? Is it
better to correct most or all of the errors students make, or should error correction be
minimal in the language classroom? What are optimal ways to provide feedback to adult
foreign language learners?
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of viewpoints is not new; Chomsky had made the rationalist/empiricist distinc
tion in discussing linguistic theory in 1965, and Diller (1978) spoke of the exis
tence of a longstanding "language teaching controversy" between the rationalists
and the empiricists "whose roots can be traced to the beginnings of modern
thought" (p. vii). The basic difference between the two positions seems to lie in the
presumed locus of control of the process of language acquisition. The rationalist
position includes theories that assume that humans have an innate capacity for
the development of language, and that we are genetically programmed to develop
our linguistic systems in certain ways (Chomsky 1965). Larsen-Freeman (1991)
refers to this point of view as a "nativist" or "innateness" position, which is in
strong opposition to the "behaviorist" or "environmentalist" perspective. This lat
ter position is characteristic of the empiricists, who maintain that it is the learner's
experience that is largely responsible for language learning and is more important
than any specific innate capacity (Larsen-Freeman 1991, p. 323). McLaughlin
(1978,1984) characterizes the empiricist viewpoint as one that is skeptical of any
explanation of language learning that cannot be observed. Learning is seen as the
result of external forces acting on the organism rather than the programmed un
folding of language through internal biological mechanisms. Empiricists, there
fore, assume that there is no special species-specific language ability, but that
language learning is just one aspEct of general learning ability or capacity.
The next section provides a s<lmpling of theories representing these different
categories or classifications, chosen to reflect some of those perspectives that have
had the most influence or potential influence on classroom practice. Because
there is such a profusion of com): eting theoretical viewpoints in the professional
literature, this discussion will no '}e comprehensive. The interested reader would
do well to consult additional SCdrces such as Ellis (1985, 1990), Brown (1987,
1994), McLaughlin (1987), Spolsky (1989), Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991),
Gass and Selinker (1994), Towell and Hawkins (1994), Cook (1996), and Mitchell
and Myles (1998) for more detailed treatments of a wide spectrum of theoretical
viewpoints.

From Empiricism To Rationalism: ATheoretical Sampler
The various theories of language learning to be discussed in this section have been
placed along the continuum in Illustration 2.2, which depicts in graphic form the
range of viewpoints referred to in the preceding pages. The placement on the con
tinuum is not meant to be exact or precise, but rather locates theories in a general
way in terms of their compatibility with empiricist or rationalist points of view.
The characteristics and underlying assumptions of each of these theories will be
briefly summarized below. For a more thorough treatment of a particular theory,
consult the primary sources in the references.

An Empiricist
Perspective:
Behaviorism

Since ancient times philosophers have believed that human learning and animal
learning might be similar (Chastain 1976). Chastain points out that it was the
publication of Darwin's Origin of the Species in 1859 that made this belief more
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EMPIRICISTS
(Environmentalist)

RATIONALISTS
(Mentalist/Nativist)

BEHAVIORIST PSYCHOLOGY
(Skinner)

UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR
(Chomsky)

MONITOR THEORY
(Krashen)

CONNECTIONISM
PARALLEL DISTRIBUTED
PROCESSING
(PDP)
(McClelland, Rumelhart
& PDP Group, Gasser)

COGNITIVE THEORY
(McLaughlin; Anderson;
Shiffrin & Schneider; AusubeD

Illustration 2.2 The Rationalist-Empiricist Continuum

credible, since Darwin's theory implied that there was indeed a continuity be
tween the human species and the lower animals, and by implication between the
human mind and the animal mind. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, a growing interest in animal behavior led to the growth of experimen
tal psychology and the school of behaviorism.
According to S-R (stimulus-response) psychology, all behavior is viewed as a re
sponse to stimuli, whether the behavior is overt (explicit) or covert (implicit). Ac
cording to the theory, behavior happens in associative chains; all learning is thus
characterized as associative learning, or habit formation, brought about by the re
peated association of a stimulus with a response (Hilgard 1962). This process of
habit formation, or conditioning, was thought to be of three basic types: (1) classi
cal conditioning, (2) operant conditioning, and (3) multiple response learning
(pp.253-274).
In classical conditioning (best known through experiments done by Pavlov); an
association between a conditioned stimulus and a response was repeatedly
strengthened through the presentation of that stimulus with another, uncondi
tioned one. In Pavlov's experiments with dogs, the unconditioned stimulus was
meat powder and the response was salivation. When Pavlov repeatedly presented
the meat powder with the simultaneous ringing of a bell, the dog learned to sali
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vate to the sound of the bell (the conditioned stimulus), even in the absence of
the meat.
In operant conditioning (also known as instrumental conditioning), the response
to a stimulus is learned although it is not normally a natural response to that stim
ulus. A rat pressing a bar in its cage may at first do so randomly. But if the rat dis
covers that pressing the bar releases a food pellet, it learns to push the bar again
for the same reward. The operant (the random bar-pushing behavior) becomes
conditioned (purposeful behavior) because it produces an effect that is rewarding,
In multiple-response learning, the animal learns a whole chain of behaviors and
performs them in succession, always in the same order, A rat that runs a maze
learns a fixed series of turns through conditioning, rewarded by a food pellet or
two for his trouble.
What has all of this to do with language learning? As Chastain (1976) points
out, behaviorism took a strong foothold in the thinking of psychologists by the
middle of the twentieth century, influencing, in turn, the views of the education
community:

Soon behaviorists concluded that all learning consisted ofsome foml of
conditioning. The organism was conditioned to respond in a speci{lc way to a
selected stimulus. Complex activities were nothing more than a complex
collection ofconditioned responses. Since all learning is conditioned and since
human learning is similar to learning in animals, the next step was to conclude
that human learning could be, and is, conditioned in the same way. The belief
was that humans are reinforced by their environment in much the same way as
the rat in a maze (p. lOS),
B. F. Skinner (1957), perhaps the best known proponent of S-R psychology,
used the term operant conditioning to describe verbal learning. In his view, lan
guage is characterized as a "sophisticated response system" that humans acquire
through automatic conditioning processes (Wardhaugh 1976, p. 142). Some pat·
terns of language are reinforced (rewarded) and others are not. Only those pat
terns reinforced by the community of language users will persist. In Skinnerian
psychology, the human being is likened to a machine with multiple working
parts. The mind is thought to be "a tabula rasa upon which are stamped assoda·
tions" between various stimuli in the environment and responses chosen from
outside the organism for reinforcement (Chastain 1976, p. 133).
Skinner's theory of verbal learning was consistent with the prevailing beliefs of
many applied linguists of the 19405 and 19505 who maintained that second Ian·
guages should be learned through extensive drill and practice without recourse to

*-l

"tlonalistic explanation. In his GutUne Guide I" the Pmcriwl Study 'rF,,,i!,,L..
guages (1942), Bloomfield had argued for an essentially behavioristic approach:
The command ofa language is not a matter ofknowledge: the speakers are quite
unable to describe the habits which make up their language. The command ofa
language is a matter ofpractice. ... Language learning is overlearning; anything
else is ofno use (Bloom{leld 1942, p. 12, cited in Chastain 1976, pp. 107-08).
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Illustration 2.3
Summary: Behaviorist
Theory (Based on Skinner
1957; Hilgard 1962;
Chastain 1976;
Wardhaugh 1976)
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Summary: Behaviorist Theory

1. Human learning and animal learning are similar.
2. The child's mind is a tabula rasa. There is no innate pre-programming
specifically for language learning at birth.
3. Psychological data should be limited to that which is observable.
4. All behavior is viewed as a response to stimuli. Behavior happens in
associative chains; in fact, all learning is associative in nature.
5. Conditioning involves the strengthening of associations between a stimulus
and a response through reinforcement.
6. Human language is a "sophisticated response system" acquired through
operant conditioning.

Illustration 2.3 summarizes the main points of the behaviorist view of lan
guage learning. Behaviorist theory, in conjunction with the structuralist views of
language that prevailed in the 1940s and 1950s, laid the theoretical foundations
for audiolingual language teaching methodology, discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3.
CRITIQUE:

We have seen that behavioristic theories of language learning were based on the
assumption that language learning was like any other kind of learning, and,
therefore, one could extrapolate heavily from general learning theory and even
from animal learning. This viewpoint was seriously challenged by Chomsky
(1959) in a very critical review of Skinner's work. Chomsky maintained that lan
guage behavior was far more complex than the establishment of S-R connections,
and that Skinner's theory could not possibly explain the creativity of children in
generating language.
According to McLaughlin (1978, 1984), Skinner's 1957 treatise, Verbal Behavior,
was not supported by research with human subjects. There was, in fact, no sub
stantial research base ever generated by behaviorists to look at child language use,
let alone second-language learning. He adds that evidence gleaned from subse
quent studies of child language behavior shows that a simple behavioristic per
spective does not provide a satisfactory explanation of what has been found: It
seems that imitation and reinforcement have a much smaller role to play in child
language than Skinner and his colleagues imagined. For example, children often
produce forms that they never heard their parents or other adults say ("I goed" or
"two foots"). Thus, imitation of adult speech cannot completely account for the
way children produce language: "The child's language is simply too strange"
\
(McLaughlin 1984, p. 15). Furthermore, parents rarely correct their children's
grammatical errors but respond instead to the message content (Brown and Han
lon 1970; Brown 1973). If ungrammatical forms are thus positively rewarded (or
at least ignored), how then do children eventually eliminate them? A behaviorist
view of language, which would predict the need for both imitation and negative
feedback in the form of overt corrections, does not seem to explain the way in
which children learn.
With Chomsky's review of Skinner's theory there came a paradigm shift toward

-
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the other end of the theoretical continuum. If language development was
creative, then language learning theories needed to account for the creative
cessing that was taking place in the human mind. By the mid-1960s, the
lum was swinging in the direction of the rationalist point of view.

Three Rationalist Perspectives of language learning
Various reviews of theories of language learning (Chastain 1976;
1. Universal
1976; McLaughlin 1978, 1984, 1987; Ellis 1985,1990; Brown 1987,1994;
Grammar
Freeman 1991) group a variety of perspectives within the "rationalist"
Other terms used in association with this perspective are "nativist," "111C:llL<111JL,
and "cognitive." A highly influential nativist viewpoint grew out of
work, starting with the publication in 1957 of his book Syntactic Structures, and
critique of Skinner in 1959. As we saw earlier, Chomsky had rejected the
iorist perspective and adopted instead a mentalist vie'vpoint that was closely
Iated to the basic principles and beliefs of cognitive psychology (Chastain 19
Other theorists, such as Eric Lennenberg (1967) and David McNeill (1966)
lieved that language was a species-specific, genetically determined capacity
that language learning was therefore governed by biological mechanisms.
1965, Chomsky had concluded that children were born with some kind of
language processing ability and had proposed the existence of a "language
sition device" (LAD). A year later, McNeill (1966) characterized this LAD as
various innate linguistic properties. Brown (1994) summarized them to
(1) the ability to distinguish speech sounds from other sounds; (2) the ability
organize language into a system of structures; (3) the knowledge of what was
sible and what was not possible in any linguistic system; and (4) the ability to
struct the simplest possible system based on the linguistic data to which one
exposed.
Chomsky argued further that it must be the case that children were
programmed to acquire language since they do it so quickly (in just a few
\ and with such limited (and less than ideal) input. He also believed that they
not help but construct a certain kind of linguistic system-a particular
mational or generative grammar-any more than they could help the way
visual system perceived solid objects or lines and angles (Chomsky 1965).
though a child's experience with language input could have an effect on
learning, the "ultimate form will be a function of those language universals
exist in the human mind" (McLaughlin 1984, p. 16).
Universal Grammar theory posits the existence of a set of basic
ements or "fixed abstract principles" that are common to all natural human
guages and that predispose children to organize the input in certain ways.
principles themselves are thought to be innate, a product of the "LAD." They'
elude substantive universals, which consist of fixed features of languages
phonemes or syntactic categories like nouns and verbs, as well as {annal
sals, wh"ch are more abstract, and which place limits or constraints on the
ble rule systems or on the options children have for constructing a
(Chomsky 1965, pp. 27-30; Ellis 1985, pp. 192-93).

rut.LEARNING A LANGUAGE

Illustration 2.4
Summary: Universal
Grammar Theory (Based
on Chomsky 1965; Ellis
1985; Mclaughlin 1987;
larsen·Freeman 1991)
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Summary: Universal Grammar -rheory

1. Language is a species-specific, genetically determined capacity.
2. Language learning is governed by biological mechanisms.
3. The ultimate form of any human language is a function of language
universals, a set of fixed abstract principles that are innate.
4. Each language has its own "parameters" whose "settings" are learned on the
basis of linguistic data.
5. There is a "core grammar," congruent with universal principles, and a
"peripheral grammar," conSisting of features that are not part of universal
grammar.
6. Core grammar rules are thought to be relatively easier to acquire, in general,
than peripheral rules.

Ellis (1985) provides the following example of a formal universal: One might
formulate certain principles that place limits on how languages can use word
order transformations in order to form questions. All languages must operate
within those limited options, yet each language has its own particular "parameter
settings" for question formation. The child's task is to discover which of the vari
ous options applies in his or her language. This is where environmental input is
crucial: The child needs to hear the language spoken in order to select the appro
priate options and thus set the parameters correctly.
According to Chomsky, the universal principles that children discover consti
tute their "core grammar," which is congruent with general principles operating
across all languages. The "peripheral grammar" consists of rules or features that
are not determined by universal grammar, but that might be derived from an
older form of the language, borrowed from another language, or that might have
arisen aCCidentally (Cook 1985, cited in Ellis 1985). Rules of the core grammar
might be easier to acquire than the rules of the peripheral grammar, since the lat
ter "are thought to be outside of the child's preprogrammed instructions"
(McLaughlin 1987, p. 96). Wesche (1994) suggests that language learners pro
bably acquire peripheral rules through the use of "general cognitive abilities"
(p.239).

Chomsky's Universal Grammar theory and associated derivative approaches to
the study of linguistic universals are quite complex. Most discussions of the re
search in this area require some specialized knowledge of theoretical linguistics in
order to fully understand the findings. (However, see Pinker [1994] for a very
readable discussion of some of the important aspects of this theoretical approach
to language acquisition.) As was mentioned earlier, the discussion of theories in
this chapter is meant to be introductory in nature; readers interested in a more de
tailed treatment should consult the sources cited in this section. For a summary of
some of the main premises of Universal Grammar theory that have been pre
sented h.ere, see Illustration 2.4.
CRITIQUE:

Although Chomsky's generative grammar theory has had a \vide-ranging influ
ence on the field of linguistics and on theories of how children acquire a native
language, Universal Grammar theory has not won universal acclaim. Beedham
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(1995) reviews the work of a number of scholars who have been critical of
tive models (such as Gross 1979; Hall 1987; 'Moore and Carling 1982, among
ers) and criticizes the basic methodology of the generative approach to
acquisition. He maintains that alI models of "generative grammar" have at
two basic flaws: (1) confusion of "mathematical notation" with linguistic
and (2) circularity of argumentation:

The principles and criteria ofPrinciples and Parameters theory are merely
assumptions, with nothing to back them up except the circular argument that
without them language would be unexplained . .. (Beedham 1995 p. 209).
J

Beedham also strongly criticizes generative grammar theory because of what
claims to be its "complete lack of applicability." Although he recognizes that
oretical subjects are different from applied subjects, he maintains that at
point, a theory needs to be empirically tested in some type of application:

This is yet to happen to generative grammar. Certainly it is 110W universally
recognized that generative grammar cannot be applied to language teaching
(p.214).
However, the question of how Universal Grammar might playa role in
language learning is still a subject of much debate in the field of ~'''.VI1U-l(l11);"<a!il
acquisition. 'McLaughlin (1987) states that "Universal Grammar theory does
concern itself with second-language acquisition" (p. 91), but that a number
second-language researchers have applied principles of Universal Grammar
this domain in an effort to find sufficiently sophisticated explanations of the
complex characteristics of interlanguages. Wesche (1994) maintains that
though Universal Grammar theory is widely accepted in first language
tion, second-language acquisition specialists disagree about whether
Grammar continues to operate in adult learners or play any Significant role,
adds that even if it does playa role in second-language acquisition, it is limited
the core grammar and does not help explain how learners acquire such
features of language as the elements of peripheral grammar, vocabulary,
competence, or other performance features. It also does not help explain "the
matic individual differences found in the rate and ultimate mastery of the
language" (p. 239).
Some theorists operate on the assumption that the same universals that
dren use to construct their native language are available to adults; others
that they are no longer available, and that different cognitive processes must
involved in adult second/foreign language learning (see Larsen-Freeman 1
Gass and Selinker (1994), for example, discuss the "Fundamental Difference
pothesis," proposed by scholars such as Schachter (1988) and Bley
(1989), who argue that adults no longer have direct access to (;G principles.
stead, they maintain that child language acquisition, especially of a first
and adult language acqUisition of a second language are quite different in
important ways. First, adults rarely achieve native levels of proficiency or
competence in a second language, whereas children normally do achieve this
\
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their native language. Children can learn any of the world's languages equally
well; adults experience differing levels of difficulty, depending on how closely the
foreign language is related to their native language. (We saw this, for example, in
the difficulty hierarchies outlined by the Foreign Service Institute in Chapter 1.)
Gass and Selinker further pOint out that adults and children have differing levels
of knowledge about how languages work, given that adults already have full com
petence in their native language when they begin to learn a foreign language. One
additional difference is the role that motivation and attitude toward the target
language can play in adult language acquisition. Differences in motivation do not
seem to have any appreciable impact on the child's learning his or her native lan
guage; however, motivation and attitude are important factors for adults learning
a foreign language (pp. 124-25).
Nevertheless, many scholars in the field of second-language acquisition still
feel that Universal Grammar can playa role, and Gass and Selinker (1994) main
tain that much of second-language acquisition research "is driven by the notion
that first and second language acquisition involve the same processes" (p. 124).
The rationalist theories that are discussed in the next two sections represent two
different perspectives on how first- and second-language acquisition are related.

2. Krashen's
Monitor Theory:
First- and Second
Language
Acquisition
Are Similar

One of the most influential and widely discussed models of language learning/ac
quisition in recent years is Stephen Krashen's "Monitor Model." The most com
plete description of the theory (1982) describes five central hypotheses:
1. The acquisition-learning distinction, which "states that adults have two distinct

and independent ways of developing competence in a second language":
acquisition, which is a subconscious process "similar, if not identical, to the
way children develop ability in their first language"; and learning, which
refers to conscious knowledge of the rules of grammar of a second language
and their application in production (p. 10).
2. The natural order hypothesis, which maintains that acquisition of grammatical
structures (primarily morphemes) follows a predictable order when that
acquisition is natural (i.e., not via formal learning).
3. The monitor hypothesis, which states that acquisition is the sole initiator of all
second-language utterances and is responsible for fluency, while learning
(conscious knowledge of rules) can function only as an "editor" or "monitor"
for the output. This monitor operates only when there is sufficient time, the
focus is on form, and the language user knows the rule being applied.
4. The input hypothesis, which maintains that we acquire more language only
when we are exposed to "comprehensible input"-language that contains
structures that are "a little beyond" our current level of competence (i + 1),
but which is comprehensible through our use of context, our knowledge of
the world, and other extralinguistic cues directed to us. According to this
hypothesis, acquirers "go for meaning" first, and, as a result, acquire
structure as well. A third part of this hypothesis states that input need not be
deliberately planned to contain appropriate structures (i + 1): If
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communication is successful and there is enough of it, i + 1 is provided
automatically. A final part of the input hypothesis maintains that speaking
fluency cannot be taught directly, but rather "emerges" naturally over time.
Krashen maintains that although early speech is not grammatically accurate,
accuracy will develop over time as the acquirer hears and understands more
input.
5. The affective filter hypothesis states that comprehensible input can have its
effect on acquisition only when affective conditions are optimal: (1) the
acquirer is motivated; (2) he has self-confidence and a good self-image; and
(3) his level of anxiety is low. When learners are "put on the defensive" (see
Stevick 1976), the affective filter is high, and comprehensible input can not
"get in." (For a fuller account ofthese five hypotheses, see Krashen 1982,
pp.9-32.)
Krashen suggests that there are certain implicatiOns for classroom practice
language instruction is to be consistent with his theory. Among these are:
1. The main function of the classroom may be to provide comprehensible
in an environment conducive to a low affective filter (Le., high motivation,
low anxiety).
2. The classroom is most useful for beginners, who cannot easily utilize the
informal environment for input. That is, it is useful for foreign language
students who do not have input sources outside of class or for those whose
competence is so low that they are unable to understand the language of the
outside world (pp. 33-37).
3. The requirements for optimal input are that it be (a) comprehensible, (b)
interesting and relevant, (c) not grammatically sequenced, (d) provided in
sufficient quantity to supply i + I, and (e) delivered in an environment where
studen ts are off the defensive" (p. 127).
4. Error correction should be minimal in the classroom; it is of some limited use
when the goal is learning, but of 110 use when the goal is acquisition. Error
correction raises the affective filter and should, therefore, not be used in free
conversation or when acquisition is likely to take place (pp. 116-117).
5. Students should never be required to produce speech in the second language
unless they are ready to do so. Speaking fluency cannot be taught, but
"emerges" naturally in time with enough comprehensible input.
/I

Illustration 2.5 summarizes the main premises of Monitor Theory. A more
pletely developed model of language teaching using Krashen's theory as a basis
given by Terrell (1977, 1982). His "Natural Approach" is discussed in detail
Chapter 3.
CRITIQUE:

A number of the hypotheses and assertions in Krashen's theory of
language acquisition have been challenged in recent years. In an early review
the Monitor Model, Munsell and Carr (1981) questioned the distinction
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Illustration 2.5
Summary: Monitor Theory
Summary of Monitor
1. Adults have two distinct ways to develop competence in a second language:
Theory (Based on Krashen acquisition, which is a subconscious process, and learning, which is conscious.
1982)
2. Acquisition is similar to the process by which children acquire their native
language. Learning involves conscious knowledge of rules.
3. When acquisition is natural, the order in which certain grammatical features of
the language are acquired is predictable.
4. Learning can function only as an "editor" of what is produced, since acquisition
is the sole initiator of all second-language utterances. Learning can serve as a
monitor" of performance only under certain conditions.
5. We acquire new structures only when we are exposed to "comprehensible
input" (i + 1). Input does not need to be deliberately structured or planned for
the acquirer. If communication is successful, i + 1 will happen automatically.
6. For acquisition to take place, the learner must be motivated, have a good self
image, and be free from amdety.
7. Error correction should be minimized in the classroom, where the main
purpose of instruction should be to provide comprehensible input.
U

"learning" and "acquisition" and the notion of "conscious" and "unconscious"
rules. The reviewers also seem to object to the underlying nativist assumptions of
the model and the implications that language learning is distinct from other
kinds of learning. In their view, language skill is much like other kinds of skilled
performance:

Krashen may not wish to extend Monitor Theory to chess, yet the measured
characteristics ofthe knowledge ofskilled chess players bear some striking
similarities to the characteristics oflinguistic knowledge . ... Similarly, such
disparate areas ofskill as sports and mathematics seem to benefit from early
emphasis on conscious and systematic learning despite the fact that expert
performances in these areas also display a number ofcharacteristics that
formally resemble expert perfonnance in language. We cannot imagine tl}'ing to
learn basketbail, monopoly, bridge, or quantum mechanics simply by watching
people do them, trying them, and creatively constructing the rilles. It is much
easier to start with some conscious exposition of the rules and build one's skill
upon that foundation (Pp. 498-99).
Munsell and Carr imply that Krashen should incorporate language learning the
ory into a wider context where the nature of human skilled performance in gen
eral is explored. This point of view is congruent with the commentary on Monitor
Theory made by McLaughlin (1987) who leans toward a more cognitive perspec
tive.
McLaughlin's objections to Monitor Theory are summarized in the following
five points:
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1. liThe acquisition-learning distinction is not clearly defined." Therefore, the
central claim that Krashen makes that "learning" cannot become
"acquisition" cannot be tested (p. 56).
2. Various studies have shown that the Monitor does not work the way Krashen
originally thought it would, and he has had to place more and more
restrictions on the conditions under which it would be used effectively.
McLaughlin believes that these restrictions make Krashen's
conceptualization of "learning" of limited usefulness in explaining a
learner's conscious knowledge of grammar.
3. The case for the Natural Order Hypothesis is quite weak due to
methodological problems. "If the Natural Order Hypothesis is to be accepted,
it must be in a weak form, which postulates that some things are learned
before others, but not always" (p. 56).
4. Since no clear definition of "comprehensible input" is given, McLaughlin
believes the Input Hypothesis is also untestable.
5. The Affective Filter Hypothesis is also questionable, not only because
Krashen has not explained how this filter develops, but also because it does
not take individual differences among learners into account. McLaughlin
states that this hypothesis is incapable of predicting the course of linguistic
development with any precision.
Although Krashen's theory has been criticized on a variety of points by a num
ber of scholars, it has also had a strong influence on thinking in the field over the
past twenty years. Virtually everyone who talks about language learning in recent
years seems compelled to consider whether it is "learning" or "acquisition" that is
the focus of attention in one's remarks. Many people feel that the distinction has
at least an intuitive appeal and that it represents some psychological reality. In the
same way, many practitioners recognize the need to provide learners with "com_
prehensible input" and find Krashen's recommendation that affective considera
tions be primary in the classroom very appealing. In many ways, Krashen has
articulated in his Monitor Theory hypotheses about language learning that have
touched a responsive chord for many practitioners. This is not to say, however,
that the criticisms reviewed above should not be considered seriously as one eval
uates the merits of Monitor Theory.
As mentioned earlier, some theorists prefer a view of language learning that
recognizes essential differences between the way children and adults process in
formation. Although there may be some similarities between child and adult lan
guage learning, Cognitive theory predicts that adult second-language learning
will differ in some important ways from the way in which children acquire their
native tongue.

3. Cognitive Theory:
First- and Second
language learning
Differ

Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) categorize various cognitive approaches to lan
guage acquisition as "interactionist" views, where both external and internal fac
tors are considered in accounting for language acquisition (p. 266). Although this
characterization may be valid, the emphasis on environmental factors seems
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rather limited when compared to the role assigned to internal or mental proces~es
in descriptions of Cognitive theory given by Ausubel (1968), Ausubel, Novak, and
Hanesian (1978), Ellis (1985, 1990), and McLaughlin (1987, 1990). For this rea
son, the theory has been placed toward the rationalist end of the continuum in Il
lustration 2.2.
We have seen that Universal Grammar theory considers the role of innate lin
guistic universals in language acquisition and claims that there is a specific lin
guistic capacity that is unique to the human
Cognitive theory, by
contrast, derives from the field of cognitive psychology and focuses on the role of
more general cognitive processes involved in language acquisition, such as trans
fer, simplification, generalization, and restructuring (McLaughlin 1987). Like
Universal Grammar, Cognitive theory is in direct opposition to Behaviorist the
ory because, from a cognitive perspective, learning is believed to result from in
ternal mental activity rather than from something imposed from outside the
learner (Ellis 1990). McLaughlin (1990) characterizes the cognitive approach to
second-language acqUisition as follows:
1. Cognitive psychology emphasizes knowing rather than responding and is
concerned with studying mental processes involved in the acquisition and
use of knowledge. "The focus is not stimulus-response bonds, but mental
events" (p. 113).
2. The cognitive approach emphasizes mental structure or organization.
Cognitive psychology assumes human knowledge is organized and that
anything new that is learned is integrated into this structure.
3. Cognitive theory, as opposed to Behaviorist theory, views the learner as one
who acts, constructs, and plans rather than simply receives stimuli from the
environment. Therefore, a complete understanding of human cognition
would require an analysis of strategies used for thinking, understanding,
remembering, and producing language.

1

According to Cognitive theory, second-language learning is seen as "the acqui
sition of a complex cognitive skill" (McLaughlin 1987, p. 133). For a language
learner to become proficient, subskills of this complex task must be practiced, au
tomatized, integrated, and organized into internal representations, or rule sys
tems, that are constantly restructured as proficiency develops.
Automatization refers to the process of making a skill routine through practice.
McLaughlin (1987) explains the way this is thought to occur using an informa
tion processing model developed by Shiffrin and Schneider (1977). In this model,
memory is thought to consist of a large number of "nodes" that become associ
ated with one another and activated in sequence through learning. In automatic
processing, certain nodes are activated almost every time a certain input is pre
sented. This activation pattern has been built up through consistent practice so
that it becomes a learned response over time. Once such an automatic response is
learned, it occurs quite quickly and is difficult to suppress or change (Shiffrin and'
Schneider 1977, pp. 155-56).
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In controlled processing, memory nodes are activated in a given sequence on a
temporary basis-that is, the response has not yet been "learned" or automatized.
For the response to happen, the learner has to give the process his fun attention.
It is difficult, therefore, to do controlled" tasks if there is any distraction or inter
ference.
Shiffrin and Schneider speculate that for the development of "complex infor
mation-processing skills," such as learning to read, learners would use controlled
processing first, laying down" stepping stones of automatic processing" as they
move from lower to higher levels of learning:
U

In short, the staged development ofskilled automatic performance can be
interpreted as a sequence oftransitions from controlled to automatic processing
(p.170).

Schmidt (1992) points out that although "automatic" and "controlled" process
ing were originally thought of in terms of a dichotomy, more recent discussions of
these concepts suggest that they really should be viewed as ends of a continuum.
He emphasizes the role of practice in moving new material along this continuum,
affirming the earlier speculations of Shiffrin and Schneider, cited above:

The development ofskilled behavior involves a shift with practice from controlled
to automatic processing. Novices ofall kinds, including beginning L2 learners,

must pay careful attention to every step ofthe procedure, whereas experts do not
(Schmidt 1992, p. 360).
In discussing the development of speaking fluency, he suggests that various levels
of processing may actually be used simultaneously, a point that Shiffrin and
Schneider (1977) also make when referring to complex processing such as reading
(see p. 161). Schmidt argues that, rather than thinking of the processing of speech
as sequential in nature, it should be seen as a type of "parallel" processing. He cites
LeveIt's (1989) assertion that if it did not involve parallel processing, "speaking
would be more like playing chess: an overt move now and then, but mostly silent
processing" (LeveJt 1989, p. 27, cited in Schmidt, p. 376). Schmidt adds that for
novice speakers, it is indeed the case that "speaking sometimes does seem to re
quire as much thought and effort as planning a chess move" (p. 376). Those of us
who have taught beginning language learners can testify to the truth of this ob
servation; it should also lead us to consider the pOSSibility of giving learners more
time to plan their discourse when asking them to express their own meaning in
the foreign language in beginning and intermediate classes.
The distinction between controlled and automatic processing can be useful as
one considers the various tasks involved in second-language learning. Tarone
(1982, 1983) describes a whole range of language "styles" that learners produce
when engaged in various kinds of tasks. The vernacular style, represented by infor
mal use of the language with little attention to form, is produced when language
is being processed automatically. The careful style! on the other hand, is elicited
when learners engage in heavy monitoring and/or attention to the form of their
production. This monitoring represents a more controlled processing of the lan
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guage needed to accomplish the task. Tasks that demand such monitoring include
grammaticality judgments or form-focused production activities of various kinds.
Tarone (1982) explains that the learners' interlanguage system should be thought
of as a continuum, ranging from the vernacular to the careful style, and does not,
as Krashen (1982) has claimed, consist of two discrete systems differentiated on
the basis of whether attention to form is conscious or subconscious.
The "variability" of learner language is evident when students at different pro
ficiency levels engage in tasks of different types. Teachers may have noticed this
phenomenon of variability when their students perform differently while doing a
discrete-point grammar task on a test or for an assignment than they do when
using the language more naturally or informally in conversation or in free com
position. Tarone (1987) adds that other factors, such as the identity or the role of
the learner's conversational partner, the topic of conversation, the mode of dis
course (Le., the functions that are being performed, such as giving directions, de
scription, narration, argumentation, and the like), and other task or situational
variables can have an effect on the accuracy of the Janguage produced. Rather
than feeling frustrated and confused by this phenomenon, teachers and students
might be encouraged by a view of language learning such as this that accounts for
such differences in performance.
While Shiffrin and Schneider contrast controlled and automatic processing,
Ellis (1990) adds Anderson's (1980, 1995) distinction between declarative and pro
cedural knowledge as another way to look at how information is processed and
stored. Declarative knowledge is explicit and conscious, and can be articulated by
the learner. It involves "knowing that!! (e.g., definitions of words, facts, rules). Pro
cedural know/edge, on the other hand, is "knowing how" (e.g., how to produce lan
guage as one performs linguistically). This type of knowledge might be more or
less implicit or explicit, conscious or unconscious, or relatively controlled or rela
tively automatic in nature (see Anderson 1995 for a thorough discussion of these
two types of knowledge). Anderson's model of skill acquisition consists of three
stages: (1) the cognitive stage, where learners use conscious declarative knowl
edge; (2) the associative stage, where they start to proceduralize this knowledge;
and (3) the autonomous stage, where performance becomes more or less auto
matic and errors disappear (Anderson 1995, pp. 273-275). All of these models at
tempt to explain the processes by which learning becomes internalized and
eventually "automatic,!! but each looks at the processes involved in somewhat dif
ferent ways.
Cognitive theory further maintains that there is more to developing a complex
skill than automatizing the sub-skills of which it is comprised (McLaughlin 1987).
The learner also has to impose an organizational structure on the new informa
tion that is constantly being added to the system. As new information is learned,
the organization of the existing information might have to be changed, or "re
structured,!I to accommodate what is new. That is why both automatization and re
structuring are key concepts in this view of language learning (pp. 134-136).
The idea of the development of internal "structures" or organized cognitive
systems and networks is central to views of learning that derive from Cognitive
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theory. Cognitive psychologists have tried to explain, from a psychoHnguistic
viewpoint, how such internal representations of the foreign language develop
within the learner's mind. Other cognitive theorists, working from an educational
perspective, have sought to describe ways in which teachers can organize instruc
tion so that learning is enhanced. One early proponent of applying general prin
ciples of cognitive psychology to educational contexts was David Ausubel (1968),
who emphasized the importance of active mental participation by the learner in
meaningful learning tasks. Central to his understanding of learning was the con
cept of "cognitive structure," which he defined as "the total content and organi
zation of a given individual's ideas; or, in the context of subject-matter learning,
the content and organization of his or her ideas in a particular area of knowledge"
(Ausubel, .\"ovak, and Hanesian 1978, p. 625). Cognitive structure, in Ausubel's
view, is organized hierarchically. In meaningful learning, new knowledge is re
lated to existing cognitive structure via subordinate or superordinate relation
ships, or by combinations of previously learned ideas" (p. 59). Thus the addition
of new information implies a reorganization or "restructuring" of the system: "In
meaningful learning the very process of acquiring information results in a modi
fication of both the newly acquired information and the specifically relevant as
pect of cognitive structure to which the new information is linked" (Ausubel et aL
1978, p. 57).
In discussing types of learning that occur in classrooms, Ausubel makes an im
portant distinction between "rote" and "meaningful" learning. Rote learning is
arbitrary and verbatim; that is, the material to be learned is not integrated or "sub
sumed" into one's "cognitive structure" but is learned as an isolated or discrete
piece of information. In this way, the cognitive system is not restructured because
the new information does not become integrated. For example, learning lists of
paired words-a task that is commonly used in verbal learning experiments
would constitute rote learning since the words are not related to one another
meaningfully. Ausubel et aL (1978) note that some classroom learning, such as
foreign language vocabulary learning, "does somewhat approach the rote level"
(p. 28), but it might best be thought of as "a primitive form of meaningful learn
ing" (p. 28) since the association between the new word and a meaningful con
cept does exist. However, it is possible to learn "potentially meaningful" material
rotely-that is, in a verbatim form without trying to relate it meaningfully to
what one already knows. Vocabulary words or dialogue lines that are memorized
rot ely but that are not integrated into existing cognitive structure might easily be
lost later. Conversely, some rotely learned material might be available for years,
but such material can only be reproduced verbatim if it is not integrated into the
cognitive network in some way. Rotely learned information cannot be changed or
paraphrased unless it is processed meaningfully.
Meaningful learning, on the other hand, is relatable to what one already
knows and thus can be easily integrated into one's existing cognitive structure.
One might illustrate this integration of knowledge with a foreign language learn
ing example: If one knows that in French, descriptive adjectives agree in gender
and number with the noun they modify, the new information that possessive ad
Ii
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jectives also agree in this way can easily be mastered and retained. In this in
stance, the concept of adjective agreement might be thought of as the "sub
sumer," or "anchoring idea" (p. 170), and the possessive adjective agreement rule
would be subsumed under it in cognitive structure. Perhaps the same student will
study Spanish the following year. The rule that Spanish descriptive adjectives
agree with the nouns they modify can then be subsumed via correlation with the
French agreement rule.
Ausubel also stresses that in order for learning to be meaningful, the learner
has to have an intention to learn-that is, a willingness to approach the learning
task with the intention of relating the new material meaningfully to what is al
ready known. A potentially meaningful bit of information might be learned
rotely if the learner approaches it as a rote (Le., verbatim) task and does not relate
it to other information he/she already has. In Ausubel's view, learning must be
meaningful to be effective and permanent.
How can teachers enhance the meaningfulness of new material for students
and increase the chances that it will be anchored to what is already knmv'Il?
Ausubel suggests that the material be organized so that it is more easily relatable
to previously learned material. New material should also be sequenced appropri
ately so that it can be integrated into previous knowledge. He recommends the
use of advance organizers, which are introductory materials at a high level of gen
erality presented in advance of the new material to be learned. Such organizers
will facilitate the learning process by providing a kind of general anchoring idea
to which the new knowledge can be attached-to" bridge the gap between what
the learner already knows and what he needs to know before he can meaningfully
learn the task at hand" (Ausubel et al. 1978, pp. 171-172). Ideas such as these un
derlie "cognitive approaches" to methodology, treated in Chapter 3.
Illustration 2.6 summarizes some of the assumptions underlying Cognitive
theory, as represented by the various perspectives described in this section.
CRITIQUE:

1

How does Cognitive theory hold up under critical scrutiny among the competing
theories discussed thus far? McLaughlin's (1987) critique includes several cau
tionary statements. First, conceiving of language learning as a "complex cognitive
skill" is not comprehensive enough. Language learning also involves acquirLlg a
"complex linguistic skill" (p. ISO). By itself, Cognitive theory is not capable of ex
plaining some of the constraints on the development of language that may result
from linguistiC universals, for example. McLaughlin believes that Cognitive the
ory needs to be linked to linguistic theories of second-language acquisition. If
both viewpoints are explored together, a cognitive perspective of language learn
ing might become more powerful. For example, the understanding of "restructur
ing" in second-language acquisition would be more comprehensive and enriched
by research into the linguistic details of the restructuring process. Cognitive the
ory also does not predict explicitly when certain features of a first language will be
transferred to a second language or explain why certain features do not transfer.
Linguistic theory may make more specific predictiOns, thus adding information
about language learning that Cognitive theory alone cannot provide.
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Summary: Cognitive Theory

1. Learning results from internal mental activity. Language learning is a type of
general human learning and involves the acquisition of a complex cognitive
skilL
2. Subskills involved in the complex task of language learning must be practiced,
automatized, and integrated into organized internal representations, or rule
systems, in cognitive structure.
3. Internal representations of language are constantly restructured as proficiency
develops.
4. Skills are automatized (learned) only after they have first been under
"controlled processing." Controlled processing, which reqUires attention to
the task, leads to automatic processing, where attention is not needed to
perform the skill (Schneider and Shiffrin 1977; Shiffrin and Schneider 1977;
McLaughlin 1987).
5. Some researchers (Tarone 1982, 1983; Ellis 1985) maintain that learners'
production is variable, depending on the degree of attention they pay to
language form as they carry out various tasks. Informal tasks that demand
little active attention elicit the "vernacular style," while tasks that require
active attention and monitoring elicit the "careful style."
6. Some cognitive theorists (Anderson 1980, 1995; Ellis 1985) distinguish
between declarative knowledge, which involves "knowing that," and procedural
knowledge, which involves "knowing how."
7. Ausubel (1968, 1978) emphasizes that meaningful learning, which is learning
that is relatable to what we already know, is preferable to rote learning, which is
arbitrary and verbatim. Only meaningful material can be integrated into
existing cognitive structure.

Ellis (1990) adds that although Cognitive theory is much more convincing
than BehaViorism, it is not able to account satisfactorily for the fact that there are
quite a number of regularities in the way in which second-language knowledge is
acquired in classroom learning. Although it is important and appropriate to ex
trapolate from general Cognitive theory when looking at classroom language
learning, Ellis feels that second-language learning might be different from other
kinds of learning (such as learning history or science) in some important ways.
This view is congruent, at least in part, with what Universal Grammar theory is
saying about language learning being a specialized kind of competence and not
just a subset of general human learning. As with most other theories discussed in
this chapter, applications from Cognitive theory must be explored and tested
more thoroughly in the years ahead to determine its value in understanding how
people become proficient in a second language.
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Connectionism: ANew Challenge to Rationalist Models of Cognition
The rationalist models described in the last section share a common belief that
language is rule-governed behavior and that language learners, therefore, develop
complex, internalized rule systems that can be represented symbolically (Gasser
1990). In the past few years, there has been increased interest shown in connec
tionist models of the mind which challenge "traditional symbolic models of cog
nition" (Gasser, p. 179). Connectionist theorists have attempted to base their
models on what is known about the function of the human brain. According to
McClelland (1989), the term "connectionist models" was introduced by Feldman
(1981) to refer to those models of the mind that describe mental processing by
means of connections among very
processing units. McClelland and other
scholars have been interested in determining what kind of processing mechanism
the mind really is. Does the human brain process information one step at a time,
in a serial or sequential manner, like a conventional computer? Or does it engage
in processing information throughout a network of simple processing units that
"fire off" Simultaneously? Neuroscience indicates that the human brain consists
of "some tens of billions of neurons" (McClelland 1989, p. 8) which are available
for processing human thought and perception. Neurons are thought to be "rela
tively sluggish, noisy processing devices, compared to today's computers" (p. 8),
yet the mind is capable of recognizing objects or perceiving a complex visual
scene in an instant. How are these two facts about mental processing reconciled?
McClelland and his colleagues argue that interconnected processing units would
have to work in a parallel rather than in a serial manner to achieve such rapid re
sults. Therefore, the mind must be a parallel, rather than a sequential, processor of
information.
Theoretical models of mental processing that are based on a parallel view are
known as parallel distributed processing (PDP) models, neural models, or connec
tionist models (McClelland 1989). Connections between simple processing units
are thought to have different strengths or "weights." In connectionist models,
learning consists of adjusting the strengths of connections so that a given "teach
ing input" eventually results in a desired "output" (Pinker and Prince 1989). That
is, connections are either strengthened or weakened in response to regularities in
patterns of input that are presented to the system (Gasser 1990). Thus the network
of connections is "trained" to make certain associations between inputs and out
puts. As Rumelhart and McClelland (1986a) explain, knowledge is in the connec
tions rather than in the units themselves" (p. 132).
Thus connectionist models of the mind do not posit discrete symbols or rules
as conceptual or "higher-order" units or sets of units surrounded by a clear bound
ary; rather, knowledge consists of "fluid patterns of activation across portions of a
network" (Gasser 1990, p. 180). Where rationalist models of cognition describe a
kind of "central executive" that oversees the general flow of processing, choosing
rules or principles to be applied and executing them, connectionist models con
sider the control of information processing to be distributed among the many
parts of the network (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986a, p. 134). As Gasser (1990)
/I
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explains, "there are no rules to be executed" (p. 181). Larsen-Freeman and Long
(1991) add that "the networks control what looks like rule-governed behaviour,
but which is simply a reflection of the connections formed on the basis of the rel
ative strengths of various patterns in the input"
250). This perspective of cog
nition is thus quite different from that of rationalist theories such as Universal
Grammar, Monitor theory, or Cognitive theory.
An early example of how a connectionist model might work in language ac
quisition is described by Rumelhart and McClelland (1986b) and summarized as
follows by Pinker and Prince (1989). Rumelhart and McClelland demonstrated
that their computerized network model! which had not been programmed with
any grammatical rules and had no representations of words, verb stems, suffixes,
or conjugation patterns within it, could "learn" to use regular and irregular Eng
lish past tense verb forms correctly simply by comparing its own version of the
past tense forms with the correct versions provided by the "teacher" over an ex
tensive number of trials. The network simply adjusted the strengths of the con
nections between processing units until the difference between inputs and
outputs was sufficiently reduced. The PDP system thus demonstrated rule-like be
havior without having any rules. Furthermore, the system exhibited some of the
same types of behavior that young children exhibit when learning the verb sys
tem of English: First, children use past tense forms (both regular and irregular)
correctly; then, as they overgeneralize the oed ending from regular to irregular
verbs, they produce incorrect forms like "goed" or "broked"; finally, they work
out the rule system and begin to produce both regular and irregular verb forms
correctly. The Rumelhart and McClelland demonstration seems to suggest that as
sociationist theories of language acquisition, such as those the behaviorists es
poused in the 1950s, might have some merit (Pinker and Prince 1989, p. 183').
However, Pinker and Prince take exception to the Rumelhart-McCleliand model
and point out some empirical flaws! which, in their view, weaken the case of a
connectionist account of language behavior. Some of their arguments are sum
marized in the Critique section, below.
Because connectionist models are so new, it is difficult to characterize a con
nectionist perspective on linguistics or second-language learning at this point
other than in very general and tentative terms. One observation that might be
made is that in all of the demonstrations of learning with computerized networks
discussed earlier and in the next section, the form of the input provided to the
computer is very controlled and limited to selected words or short sentences re
peated over many trials. Some simulations have used artificial languages for
input. Ellis and Schmidt (1997) note that their O\'vn use of an artificial language in
a connectionist demonstration is "indeed a travesty of natural language," since
natural language is far more chaotic in its presentation of data to learners (p. 158).
Even when a natural language (such as English or French) is used, its presentation
to the network is still far more controlled than in normal language use situations.
Thus it is difficult to know how much one might be able to extrapolate from these
learning simulations to the real world of second-language learning, even in the
controlled environment of the classroom.
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A second observation is that many connectionist models have a built-in "back
propagation" capability (Ellis and Schmidt 1997, p. ISS) which provides feedback
to the network after each learning trial about how close its own output comes to
the target output. It is this feedback that is used in adjusting the weights of the
connections that result in learning. As Altmann (1997) describes such networks,
they cannot learn anything without the equivalent of a teacher and corrective
feedback, or "negative evidence." However, as we saw earlier, some studies con
ducted on the type of feedback available to children learning a first language sug
gest that negative evidence is not always rovided to them when
make
grammatica errors.
erefore, many artificial learning networks, dependent as
they are on both "positive evidence" (or input) and "negative evidence" (or cor
rections of error) in order to be successful language learners, do not appear to
learn languages the way that children do. (It is still a matter of some debate in the
second-language research community whether negative evidence is necessary or
useful in second-language acquisition.) More recent connectionist networks have
been designed without back-propagation as part of their "architecture"; however,
studies using these newer types of networks have led to differing conclusions
about how such networks learn (see Marcus 1998, commenting on research using
the Elman connectionist model, described in Elman et al. 1996). For a discussion
of various types of connectionist models, see Altmann (1997).
Illustration 2.7 summarizes some of the points made in this discussion. For a
more thorough treatment of this theory, see the sources cited in this and the fol
lowing section.
CRITIQUE:

Because input and learning through association plays so crucial a role in the de
velopment of knowledge in connectionist models, various scholars have placed
this theoretical perspective in the empiricist camp (see, for example, Pinker and
Prince 1989; Gasser 1990; Larsen-Freeman and Long 1991). Gasser (1990) points
out that some scholars have seen it as a new form of behaviorism. Interestingly,
Rumelhart and McClelland (1986a) maintain that PDP models are "quite agnostic
about issues of nativism versus empiricism" (p. 139). They suggest that connec
tionist systems can be viewed from either a nativist or an empiricist world view.
The extreme nativist view would suggest that all the interconnections were genet
ically predetermined, or "wired in," at birth; the extreme empiricist view would
hold that there are no predetermined limits on the way the system's network of
interconnections might be constituted. A third possibility would be an interac
tionist perspective, where the nature of the system might be genetically deter
mined but where all the connections could be modified as the person interacted
with the environment. Rumelhart and McClelland seem to favor this third per
spective and suggest that "there is probably a good deal of genetic specification of
neural connection, and there is a good deal of plasticity in the pattern of connec
tives after birth" (p. 140, note 6). Because many scholars seem to categorize con
nectionist theory as environmentalist, it has been placed on the left-hand side of
the continuum in Illustration 2.2.
As mentioned earlier, various researchers have identified some problems with
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Illustration 2.7
Summary: Connectionism and Parallel Distributed Processing
Summary: Connectionism 1. Connectionist theory assumes no innate endov'lment or mechanism
and Parallel Distributed
specifically pre-programmed for language learning.
Processing (Based on
2. Learning consists of the strengthening of connections between and among
Rumelhart and
simple processing units in complex neural networks.
McClelland 1986a;
3. Cognitive processing is assumed to occur in a parallel and distributed fashion
McClelland 1989;
throughout the network rather than in a sequential or serial fashion.
Gasser 1990; Larsen
4.
Knowledge
is in the connections rather than in the processing units
Freeman 1991)
themselves.
S. The strength of connections is determined by the relative frequency of
patterns in the input.
6. There are no "rules" in connectionist systems, although they exhibit regular
"rule-like" behavior.

PDP models (see, for example, Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988; Lachter and Bever 1
Pinker and Prince 1989; Marcus 1998). Pinker and Prince argue that "the fact
a computer model behaves intelligently without rules does not show that
lack rules, any more than a wind-up mouse shows that real mice lack motor
grams" (p. 184). In their view, PDP models of language and cognition are lH'.V' '1::1.1
for several reasons. They claim, for example, that the Rumelhart-'H\.,-",-uauv
model has nothing corresponding to various formal linguistic notions such as
ment or string (relating to phonemes) or to stem, affix, or root (relating to word
mation), making it difficult for the model to distinguish among similar
words. There is also nothing in the model corresponding to constructs such as
ular mle or irregular exception. The authors claim that the model makes wrong
dictions about the kinds of rules that would be easy to learn versus those
would be difficult, adding that the computerized model seems to learn
non-existent rules for forming the past tense as easily as it learns simple,
common rules. Thus it does not seem sensitive to psychologically significant
ferences between regular and irregular verbs. (See ~farcus 1998 for further
ments on this problem.)
An additional problem identified by Pinker and Prince relates to the way
which the computerized model begins to make overgeneralization errors in pro·
ducing past-tense forms. Whereas overgenera!ization in the model is triggered by
a large influx of regular verb forms into the teaching presentation in stage two,
the onset of overgeneralization in children is not associated with changes in
ratio of irregular to regular verb forms in the input. Rather, overgeneralization
rors seem to be triggered by some internal changes in the child's language
nisms. Pinker and Prince believe that "the Rumelhart-McClelland model is an
extremely important contribution to our understanding of human language
mechanisms" (p. 192) and that the flaws they see in the model provide further in
sights into how language acquisition occurs.
While some scholars consider PDP models problematic, others see them as
resenting an interesting alternative view of cognition that is worthy of further ex
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ploration (see, for example, Gasser 1990, who has proposed a connectionist
framework for second-language acquisition research). Some recent research and
scholarly discussions of connectionism include the work of Sokolik (1990) and
Sokolik and Smith (1992), who trained a connectionist network to distinguish the
gender of French nouns; Ellis and Schmidt (1997), who argue that the acquisition
of morphology and syntax in a second language is compatible \\'ith the associa
tive learning described by connectionist theory; and Ellis (1998), who maintains
that very complex language representations can "emerge" from the interaction of
simple learning mechanisms when exposed to complex language data.
Whatever the merits and problems of connectionist accounts of learning
might be, this new perspective on cognition presents an interesting challenge to
the symbolic/rationalist perspectives that have been dominating our field since
the 1960s.

The Role of Individual Learner Factors in
Second-Language Learning
Most scholars and practitioners in the field today agree that both the rate and the
degree of success of second-language learning is affected by individual learner dif
ferences (Ellis 1985). Many also believe that learner factors such as age, aptitude,
attitude, motivation, personality, cognitive style, and preferred learning strategies
need to be considered in any comprehensive theory of second-language acquisi
tion. Ellis (1985) remarks that SLA researchers may acknowledge the importance
of such factors in the eventual attainment of advanced levels of proficiency or in
approaches to specific tasks, but research on acquisition orders (or the route of
SLA) has tended to ignore individual differences or minimize their importance
(p. 99). The conventional wisdom, it seems, has been that second-language acqui
sition theories should attempt to explain how "the learner" develops compe
tence, as though learners were a relatively homogeneous lot. This assumption,
however, is being challenged as more and more scholars recognize that differ
ences among people might matter a great deal more than we had once thought.
In recent years, various publications have dealt with the importance of indi
vidual learner factors in language learning (see, for example, McLaughlin 1983,
1987; Birckbichler 1984; Ellis 1985, 1990; Bro>vn 1987; Wenden and Rubin 1987;
O'Malley and Chamot 1989; Stevick 1989; Tarone and Yule 1989; Galloway and
Labarca 1990; and Oxford 1990). Studies of learner characteristics have looked at
how various kinds of factors might affect" success" with language learning, as well
as learners' approaches to different language learning tasks and students' atti
tudes toward specific learning environments and situations.
In some of the earlier research on learner characteristics (Naiman, Frohlich,
and Stern 1975; Rubin 1975; Stern 1975), investigators were interested in identi
fying what good" language learners did or what types of characteristics they had.
The intention was to see if some of these characteristics and strategies could be
taught to learners who were not so successful. But as Stevick (1989) points out, the
U
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search for one definitive set of characteristics that would identify ligood"
from "poor" ones may have begun with a faulty premise. Stevick conducted
views with a number of language learners who had achieved superior levels
proficiency in a variety of languages. He had hoped to identify how they
alike so that we might "teach their secrets to our students" (p. xi). As he began
analyze his interview data, however, he found that successful learners were
more different from one another than he had expected. It seems that even"
learners" are a rather heterogeneous lot!
Though perhaps disappointing from the point of view of the researcher
ested in identifying a formula for "success," Stevick's findings are also quite
tive, in that "many of the things [successful learners] were describing fitted
with one or another abstract, theoretical concept in the field" (Stevick 1
p. xi). Although no one theoretical model of second-language acquisition was
ambiguously supported, each model was confirmed in some ways by the
view data he collected.
Galloway and Labarca (1990) have provided an excellent review of recent
ature about the host of learner factors that should be considered in any
calor practical discussion of second-language learning. In their introduction,
authors note that educators often feel challenged, if not irritated, by ditferienc:e~
irregularities, or change. Dealing with individual differences in the -.u•."",'vv,"
might seem a daunting problem for many teachers, who face multiple
(with multiple preparations) every day with 20 or 30 students in each class.
most everyone agrees, at least in principle, that students must be treated as
vidual persons who have differing needs, styles, and preferences.
What are some of the specific ways in which learners differ? Galloway
Labarca (1990) discuss learner differences in several categories. First, they
that people sense things differently, responding to the physical
around them (time of day, degree of comfort, degree of physical activity,
of light, etc.) in diverse ways. People also tend to learn best through one or a
bination of sensory modalities (through the ears, through the eyes,
touch, through movement). It follows that methodological decisions that
use of a preferred modality will be ill-suited to a significant subset of learners.
For example, if the method prescribes that input to the learners will be
rily auditory in the beginning phases of instruction, learners who depend on
sual information may be disadvantaged. Teachers need to consider such un-,,,,,,,,!
preferences and use a multi-sensory approach, appealing to all types of
preferences. "What is called for is not a teaching method, but a teaching
toire" (Galloway and Labarca 1990, p. 115).
A second way in which learners differ is in their social preferences. Some
pIe prefer learning with others, interacting in small groups or engaging in
petitive activities. Others may prefer learning alone and are energized
opportunities to read or do individual projects.
A third variable is the way in which learners tend to process information
tally. Various cognitive style differences have been explored in the li
Some learning style dimensions include field independence (or the degree to
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one perceives things globally or analytically), impulsiveness/reflectiveness (relating
to the speed with which one makes decisions), systematicness/intuitiveness (or the
preference for following a sequential plan vs. developing one's ideas freely and
holistically), tolerance ofambiguity (relating to the comfort or lack of comfort one
feels in the face of uncertainty), and flexibility/inflexibility (relating to the ability to
think of many alternative solutions vs. the tendency to focus on one "right" an
swer). For a review of these and other cognitive style dimensions, see Abraham
(1978), Claxton and Ralston (1978), and Birckbichler (1984).
Galloway and Labarca (1990) and Oxford (1990), as well as other researchers
studying learner factors, also point out that people adopt different learning strate
gies as they approach particular tasks. "Learner strategies are task-specific tactics
or techniques, observable or nonobservable, that an individual uses to compre
hend, store, retrieve, and use information or to plan, regulate, or assess learning"
(Galloway and Labarca 1990, p. 141). Many learners are not aware of the strategies
that they use to approach a task and would profit, perhaps, from making them ex
plicit. Hosenfeld (1979) did a fascinating study with a high school learner named
Cindy who became aware, through strategy training, of her own approach to
reading in "French as well as to the approach of another student she was studying
as a model of a successful reader. After eight sessions ,vith the researcher, thinking
aloud while she read and talking about her strategy use, Cindy exhibited some
new and effective reading strategies that she had not used previously. Readers in
terested in learning more about the types of strategies learners typically use
should consult such sources as Oxford and Ehrman (1989), O'Malley and Chamat
(1990), Oxford (1990), and the other sources mentioned above.
The professional literature of the last three decades is replete with information
about learner styles, strategies, and personality differences. Yet how does one ac~
commodate these differences in the second-language classroom? For many prac
titioners, the very idea of individualizing one's instruction "evokes the defeating
image of one-an-one instruction guided by 150 variations on a lesson plan" (Gal
loway and Labarca 1990, p. 129). Rather than start by trying to identify and meet
the needs of all learners in the classroom Simultaneously, Galloway and Labarca
suggest that we begin by attending to some of the needs of all of our learners. They
advocate "learner-friendly" environments where the teacher makes a concerted
effort to arrange instruction so that it is meaningful for learners and fosters their
independence. By helping students to become aware of their own strategies and
learning preferences, as well as guiding them expertly to become effective and au
tonomous learners as they approach various learning tasks, teachers can go a long
way toward accommodating individual learner needs more effectively.

ting Jbeory to Practice: Some Considerations
This chapter has presented a range of theoretical vieVlrpoints about how adults
learn second languages. The sample of theories is not meant to be exhaustive, but
rather represents differing viewpoints along the rationalist-empiricist contin
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uum. In reviewing various theories of language learning such as these,
can become familiar with some of the premises underlying various
to language teaching methodology that have been proposed across the years.
addition, Ellis (1997) suggests that SLA theory and research can be a useful
source for teachers as they articulate their own personal theories of HU~5\Aa5\
teaching.
One way to relate theory to practice is to consider some of the elements of
guage teaching that are common to a variety of methods and examine them
the light of different theoretical perspectives. One might then begin to see
the same teaching technique or instructional element can be motivated by .
ent underlying theoretical premises. Take, for example, the role of practice in
guage learning. For the behaviorist, practice is essential because learners need
form new habits (stimulus-response associations) in the second language; this
achieved through massive repetition so that "overlearning" of the new
will occur. For the cognitive theorist, practice is essential for a somewhat
reason: It is needed in order to move from "controlled" to "automatic"
ing. Schmidt (1992), for example, discusses the development of language
in terms of this controlled/automatic continuum:
Practice seems to be the necessary condition for fluency in an L2, and this is given
a theoretical justification in models ofautomatization (p. 362).

This view of the necessity of practice contrasts with Krashen's (1982) beliefs
the need for practice in speaking:
The Input Hypothesis makes a claim that may seem quite remarkable to some
people-we acquire spoken fluency not by practicing talking but by
understanding input, by listening and reading. It is, in fact, theoretically possible
to acquire language without ever talking (Krashen 1982, p. 60).
It is important to add, however, that Krashen does allow for a role for speaking

"output") in that learners' participation in conversations with native speakers
help students obtain more comprehensible input. He also sees a role for output·
language learning, "although even here it is not necessary" (p. 61). Thus in
different theoretical frameworks, the same essential element of language
is cast in a somewhat different light, and a different rationale for the use of that
ement is given.
Another element of language teaching that has been open to much debate
the role of corrective feedback (or "negative evidence") in language acqui
From a behaviorist perspective, negative evidence is essential for learning so
the wrong language habits are not formed. For those who believe that U
Grammar has an important role to play in second-language acquisition, "
evidence" (or input) is far more important in language learning, while
evidence may be of little use, at least where "core grammar" is concerned.
Krashen, error correction is useful only for "learning" but is of little or no use
"acquisition" (Krashen 1982, p. 117). Cognitive theory might see an
role for feedback, in that learners' hypotheses need to be shaped by both
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and negative evidence in order for "restructuring" to occur. As we have seen in the
discussion of connectionist models of language learning, many of the computer
models provide a "feedback" mechanism that compares the output that the net
work produces to the previously stored "correct" output so that the connection
strengths can be properly adjusted for learning. Again, a common element in lan
guage teaching may be considered necessary or unnecessary, depending on one's
theoretical viewpoint.
As we saw in the last part of the chapter, the theoretical models and empirical
studies that teachers evaluate need to be considered as well in the light of the im
portant consideration of learner differences. Some models of SLA have tradition
ally minimized the role of indhidual differences. According to Gass and Selinker
(1994), "ltlhe immediate negative reaction linguists have toward differences in
language abilities in a native language has presumably also affected second lan
guage scholars trained in linguistics" (p. 234). They contend that behaviorists and
psycho linguists have not wanted to consider such factors as motivation or affect
either, and many researchers in SLA and related fields have been skeptical about
instruments used in measuring such characteristics as aptitude, motivation, atti
tude, field independence, ambiguity tolerance, personality differences, and the
like. ;-Jevertheless, many teachers and specialists in the field of foreign and
second-language teaching believe that individual differences have an important
role to play in language learning. This may be an area where SLA researchers and
language teachers have a different perspective on teaching practice. While exper
imental research often does not build individual difference factors into study de
signs, but treats them as part of "error variance," teachers in classrooms must deal
with individual differences on a daily basis.
Ellis (1997) discusses how the relationship between SLA research and language
pedagogy has been somewhat problematic since the field of SLA began to develop
a number of years ago. He points out that researchers in second-language acquisi
tion have often been reluctant to apply their research results directly to language
pedagogy, particularly as the field of SLA is still in its infancy and "there are still
few certainties" (p. 70). This caution makes sense particularly when research stud
ies are conducted under specific conditions that do not have much congruence
with those in one's own classroom, or when study designs are limited in a variety
of ways or results are not replicated.
Ellis also discusses the fact that SLA researchers and language teaching practi
tioners often have different issues that concern them and different types of dis
course for discussing those issues. He argues that "what has been missing in SLA is
an educational perspective" (p. 71)t where issues that are addressed by research
have more specific relevance to what is of concern to teachers and arise from is
sues that teachers themselves consider important. Although there has been an in
creasing interest in classroom-based research in SLAt Ellis points out that much of
it is not actually conducted in classrooms or is not always reflective of problems
that teachers themselves find interesting or important. He adds that it is up to
teachers to appraise the value of SLA research based on their own experience.
Thus, instead of accepting theoretical frameworks or empirical findings as author
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itarian or prescriptive in nature, practitioners and applied linguists can
SLA research and theory to initiate, tentatively or confidently, various
proposals" (p. 76). They can also evaluate their own teaching in light of
know about language learning from research, or examine particular
practices in terms of how they are or are not congruent with particular
language acquisition with which they are familiar.

Summary: On learning a language
In this chapter, various models of second-language acquisition have been
for discussion from among the many theoretical vie,vpoints that have
vanced in the field in recent years. The highlights of five theoretical perspecti1
chosen to represent different points along the rationalist-empiricist
were reviewed and summarized. Earlier in the chapter, the issue of
learner factors and their role in language learning and instruction was
cussed. As we consider the question: "How do adults become proficient
second language?", the only certainty is that the question is tremendously
plex. Yet the strides that we are making as a profession to answer that
have been encouraging, as research into SLA is flourishing, and the
have gained into the nature of the learning process bring promise for the
ued improvement of our teaching.
In the next chapter, a set of hypothesized principles of instruction that
rived from concepts in Chapters 1 and 2 will be presented and discussed. We
then consider various approaches to teaching that have been prevalent in
fessionalliterature over the years with a view to understanding their
assumptions and essential characteristics. It is hoped that this review of
pIes, premises, and priorities will enable second-language teachers to
more clearly their mvn convictions about language learning and teaching,
evaluate the many options that are available to them as they plan instruction
is responsive to the needs of their students.
NOTE: I would like to thank my colleague Peter Golato for sharing some
thoughts on SLA theory and helping me identify useful bibliographie
prepared the revision of this chapter. His comments on the draft have been
much appreciated. I would also like to thank Robert Terry who provided
on this and other chapter drafts for this edition. Any errors and
of course, my own responsibility.

Aclivities for Review and Discussion
1. Go back to Illustration 2.1 and answer the questions in the Discussion

to assess some of your own beliefs about second-language learning theory.
Then, in small groups, compare and discuss your answers.
2. For each of your answers in the Discussion Guide in Illustration 2.1,
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the theoretical approach in this chapter with which your viewpoint is
compatible. (Some views may be compatible with more than one theory.)
Then analyze your own answers to the questionnaire to see if you currently
favor one theoretical viewpoint over others. Do you lean toward the empiricist
or the rationalist end of the continuum shown in Illustration 2.2?
3. Choose three theoretical approaches described in this chapter and review the
main premises associated with each one. (You may want to consult the
summary tables at the end of each description.) Then, for each of the three
theoretical points of view, make a list of teaching practices that you think
would be compatible with that approach. Compare your three lists. Are there
practices that would be compatible with all three theories? Are there practices
that would be compatible with only one? Explain your answer briefly.
4. Think about the way you approached the learning of a second language, either
on your own or in a formal classroom setting. What theoretical approach
described in this chapter best characterizes your learning experience'? Were
there aspects of that learning experience you would like to change if you were
to begin the study of a new language? Explain your answer briefly.
5. Many second-language educators believe that learner characteristics play an
important role in language learning. How might you deal with individual
differences in your classroom'! What are some practical ways in which you
might accommodate learner differences in preferred learning style,
personality, or strategy use?
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